
 

 

 

Siren’s Rain: Band Biography  

 

Founded in 2014 by Rena Hellzinger and William Beritich, Siren’s Rain took to the South Sound 
scene in late 2015, touring internationally by 2016. Offering a layered composition of metal and 
traditional folk instruments, Siren’s Rain is the premiere folk metal band in Washington State, 
blending the new with the timeworn. With each album comes rebirth, renewal, and revival. 
Siren’s Rain is devoted to weaving the haunting and torrid tales of the mysterious North West 
in song and soul.   

Composed of operatic and bloody shrieks, thundering bass, power hungry guitar,  haunting 
harp, traditional mandolin, nyckleharpa, and maddening percussion, we proudly bring you your 
hopes and fears from the sinister corners of  your mind. This compelling and hypnotic collection 
of performers will entangle your senses in a tempest of sight and sound. “The feeling is organic, 
haunting, direct”- Kurt Clark, Nehi Stripes, 2020.  

Each album features varying instrumentation. Beneath the Narrows (2016, 2018)  features 
harp, hurdy gurdy, mandolin and dueling violins. Moving into a heavier  realm, the 2019 
release features hurdy gurdy, flute, and tin whistle. The full length album due out 2021 will 
revisit harp and mandolin, while introducing the nyckleharpa, group vocals and hand 
percussion. With each album, the band evolves and experiments, demonstrating a musical 
elasticity and adaptation.  

Siren’s Rain has headlined events such as The Black Stage at Seattle Hempfest (2017), 
Olympia Hempfest (2016), and The Washington State Midsummer Renaissance Faire 
(2017). Proving their weight as a folk metal band, they opened for Korpikalaani and Arkona 
in 2018. A true attraction at festivals, the band has been a featured US act at the Canadian 
Metalocalypstick Festival for multiple years. Siren’s Rain “have the main thing to do: fresh 
ideas and a very sharp sense of melody. With time and dedication they will be a reason for 
conversation” -Metal Hammer Portugal (2020).   
 

 


